OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The objectives of the study were:

1. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on crime control.

2. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on service.

3. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on cynicism.

4. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on receptivity to change.

5. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role ambiguity-feedback.

6. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role ambiguity-task.

7. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on personal inadequacy.

8. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role shrinkage.

9. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role stagnation.

10. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on inter-role conflict.

11. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role overload.

12. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role isolation.
13. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role conflict-intersender.

14. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on role conflict-person.

15. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on resource inadequacy.

16. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on health complaints.

17. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on state anger.

18. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on trait anger.

19. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on anger-in.

20. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on anger-out.

21. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on anger control.

22. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on anger expression.

23. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on positive affect.

24. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on negative affect.

25. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on satisfaction with life.
26. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on problem solving.

27. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on cognitive restructuring.

28. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on express emotion.

29. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on social contact.

30. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on problem avoidance.

31. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on wishful thinking.

32. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on self criticism.

33. To examine the impact of Awarded, Suspended and Average Groups and Junior and Senior Rank on social withdrawal.